Abstract. The aim of this work was to investigate arm gestures as an alternative input modality for wrist-worn watches. In particular we implemented a gesture recognition system and questionnaire interface into a watch prototype. We analyzed the wearer's effort and learning performance to use the gesture interface and compared their performance to a classical button-based solution. Moreover we evaluated the system performance to spot wearer gestures and the system responsiveness. Our wearer study showed that the watch achieved a recognition accuracy of more than 90%. Completion times showed a clear decrease from 3 min in the first repetition to 1 min, 49 sec in the last one. Similarly, variance of completion times between wearers decreased during repetitions. Completion time using the button interface was 36 sec. Ratings of physical and concentration effort decreased during the study. Our results confirm that wearer training state is rather reflected in completion time than recognition performance.
Introduction
Gesture-based interfaces have been proposed as alternate modality for controlling stationary computers, e.g. to navigate in office applications and play immersive console games. In contrast to their classic interpretation to support conversation, gestures are understood in this area as directed body movements, primarily of arms and hands, to interact with computers. Gesture-based interfaces can enrich and diversify interaction options as in gaming. Moreover, they are vital for computer access by handicapped, such as enabled by sign language interfaces, and for further applications and environments where traditional computer interaction methods are not acceptable.
Mobile systems and devices are a primary field concern for such alternate interaction solutions. While the above cited stationary applications demonstrate the applicability of directed gestures for interaction, future mobile solutions could profit from deployment of gesture-based interfaces in particular. Currently, mobile systems lack solutions that minimize user attention or support access for users with specific interaction needs. Hence, gestures that are directly sensed and recognized by a mobile or wearable device are of common interest for numerous applications.
In this work, we investigate gesture-based interaction using a wrist-worn watch device. We consider gestures as an intuitive modality, especially for watches, and potentially feasible for wearers that cannot operate tiny watch buttons. To this end, it is essential to evaluate the wearer's performance and convenience while operating such an interface. Moreover, the integration of gesture interfaces into a watch device has not been previously evaluated. Resource constraints of wrist-worn watch devices impose challenging restrictions regarding processing complexity for embedding a gesture recognition solution into watch devices.
Consequently, this paper provides the following contributions: 1. We present a prototype of an intelligent wrist-worn watch, the eWatch, and demonstrate that a recognition procedure particularly designed for gesture spotting, can be embedded into this device. The recognition procedure consists of two stages to spot potential gestures in continuous acceleration data, and classify the type of gesture. Feasibility of this recognition procedure was assessed by an analysis of the implementation requirements. 2. We present a user study evaluating the wearer's performance in executing gestures to complete a questionnaire that was implemented on the watch as well. In particular, we investigated recognition accuracy and wearer learning effects during several repetitions of completing the questionnaire. Moreover, we compared the time required to complete the questionnaire using the gesture interface to a button interface.
As this work evaluates gesture-based interaction regarding both, technical feasibility and user performance, it provides an novel insight into the advantages and limitations of gesture interfaces. We believe that these results are generally relevant for gesture-operated mobile systems.
Section 2 discusses related works and approaches to develop intelligent watches, gesture-operated mobile devices, and recognition procedures for gesture spotting. Subsequently, Sections 3 and 4 briefly present the watch system and the embedded gesture recognition procedure, respectively. The user study and evaluation results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes on the results of this work.
Related Work
Wrist-worn watches have been proposed as truly wearable processing units. A pioneering development was the IBM Linux Watch [1] . Besides time measurement, various additional applications of wristwatches have been identified and brought to commercial success. This includes sports and fitness monitoring and support watches as, e.g. realized by Polar (www.polar.fi/en/) and Suunto (www.suunto.com) . With the Smart Personal Object Technology(SPOT) [2] ,
